PROCUREMENT STRATEGY 2020 - 2023

(Ref: PS 15 )
Purpose of Strategy: To introduce a Procurement Strategy detailing the main areas of
focus for all procurement activities and promote a methodology which will ensure that
the Association follows best practice in Scottish procurement legislation (and the EU
regulation that is enacted by Statute.
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1. Introduction
1.1 This Procurement Strategy has been developed in line with the Association’s
Corporate Plan and provides the corporate vision and focus for all procurement activities
undertaken by the Association, setting out the strategic direction for all procurement
activity during the next three years.
1.2 This strategy is the Association’s route plan to ensure that all procurement activities
across the organisation are performed in a fair, transparent and cost effective manner.
It takes account of the Scottish Government ambition to support the delivery of high
quality public services that offer value for money, in a sustainable way. It promotes a
methodology which will ensure that the Association follows best practice in Scottish
procurement legislation (and the EU regulation that is enacted by Statute). This strategy
provides a framework for the Association to develop a plan to achieve continuous
improvement in all its procurement activities. setting out a focused procurement process
providing a framework for the effective management of risks, regulatory compliance, and
on the delivery of quality works and services.
Embracing this strategy requires the application of consistent corporate responsibility
and of close partnership working which will be built into regular work patterns.
1.3 The Scottish Government recognises that whilst they want all public contracting
organisations to meet the Procurement Reform guidance, they expect organisations
having a smaller spend profile to mimic published systems and set control levels
relevant and proportionate to each organisation’s spend profile. This strategy illustrates
options of compliance and good practice for the Association to follow.
1.4 Now post- Brexit the Association can see that Scotland’s Procurement rules, whilst
stemming from our membership of the EU, have been transferred to statute and remain
in place. The principles of open competition, transparency, equity and proportionality
have been maintained.
1.5 This strategy update will be implemented with immediate effect.
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2. Procurement Vision
2.1 Successful procurement performance is prerequisite to achieving the Associations
aim “to provide good quality housing and services which help improve people’s lives and
that of their local communities.”
2.2 This strategy will require consistent application and delivery across the organisation,
to aid the Association in achieving the Strategic Objectives of:


Investing our resources effectively to maintain good quality homes and local
environments, and



To ensure effective governance and financial management is established to
secure the long term future of the organisation

and to maintain improved procurement performance, Through the use of this Strategy
the Association aims to secure any available financial savings and contribute to its
corporate social responsibility.
2.3 The Association utilises the principles of the Scottish Government’s “Procurement
Journey” and Public Contracts Scotland (PCS) as the base process for all
procurements.
2.4 Clauses on Corporate Social Responsibility, prompt payments to Contractors,
Consultants and Suppliers, sustainable procurement, including the use of Community
Benefits will be established in conjunction with this Strategy.

3. Strategy Context
3.1 This strategy is a performance management framework to be used across the
Association supporting the Association in achieving effective and efficient procurement
services through the complete procurement cycle:










outlining what will be done, how and when it will be achieved.
identifying the outcomes that the Association aims to achieve
applying strategic thinking to procurement choices and assessing the best value
option – singular, partnership framework
identifying the value of adding community benefits
working towards sustainable procurement
meeting conditions on obligations to pay
taking account of legal obligations to publicly advertise contracting opportunities
encouraging local companies and organisations to compete for our business
assessing for continuous improvement and future delivery

4. Aims, Objectives and Organizational Priorities
4.1 Aim
The Association’s has developed this Procurement Strategy to deliver our front line
service within the boundaries of best value and following a Procurement Action Plan,
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Appendix 1, to ensure procurement objectives and areas for improvement are
delivered over the period of this Strategy.
4.2 Organisation’s overall procurement objectives
 Develop strategy to comply with all UK, and Scottish Procurement Legislation
ensuring that best value/value for money is being obtained consistently when
works, goods and services are purchased
 Ensure compliance with Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 – Mandatory
Requirements , see Appendix 3
 Where feasible and possible, adopt PCS as the tool for advertising procurement
activity and for public display
4.3 Organisational Priorities
The Association will look for outcomes across the following headings to demonstrate the
effective implementation of the Procurement Strategy:







Contracts – ensuring that all spend that can be positively influenced by
procurement activity has a corresponding contract
Compliance - ensuring that all procurement activity complies with statutory and
regulatory requirements
Accessibility - ensuring that contracts can be structured in such a way as to
assist wherever practical small and medium enterprises
Community Benefits - ensuring that all contracts are arranged to
include a minimum level community benefits
Sustainability - ensuring that all relevant contracts are arranged to include
sustainable procurement requirements
Savings - ensuring that where possible savings can be identified they are
monitored through to delivery, and evaluation

5. Implementation
5.1 Procurement Strategy Plan
The Association will develop and maintain a five year procurement delivery plan – further
detailed in the Procurement Policy - covering contracts for each area of spend identified
and review this quarterly with the Senior Management Team and annually through a
formal report to the Board.
5.2 Continued Development of Staff Skillset
The Association is a small business with staff tasked to cover many specialisms. The
Association will seek to develop staff skills through training and guidance to ensure the
organisation operates to high standards of compliance. The staff training plan will address
improvements in the staff skillset in the area of Public Procurement, and ensure that staff
are equipped to meet legal and regulatory obligations and kept up to date with
developments in the legal framework..
Procurement competencies will be linked through the Corporate Plan and personal
objectives of the staff team.

6. Budgetary Implications
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6.1 The Association’s spend profile of the last year 3 years demonstrates that the Total
Annual Spend falls below the Scottish Government Reform threshold for documenting a
formal procurement strategy (below £5m). The Association will however undertake to
map out a 5 year programme of its public contracting opportunities, a Procurement
Strategy Plan, and publish a timetable for those contracts that are above Scottish
thresholds.
The Procurement Strategy Plan (PSP) will be reviewed quarterly and updated with each
years’ budget review.
6.2 With a varied project spend year on year the Association does not set a specific
percentage savings target on future procurements. Each procurement opportunity is
assessed in its own right and targeted improvements listed against current projected
contract cost.
6.3 The SMT will review the PSP each quarter and identify :
Future procurement requirements and target areas for minimising cost while maximising
value :


Specifications



Options for the Association to contract with - available frameworks,



collaboration with other parties, sourcing existing and new Contractors and
Suppliers,



making Contract available to SME’s / supported businesses



Improvements to financial systems & processes, budget allocation, accountability
and auditability

7. Monitoring, Review and Reporting
7.1The Association will operate this Procurement Strategy broadly within the reporting
timetable and guidance of the Scottish Government – Annual Report including 5 year
overview for 31 December each year, on a rolling cycle.
7.2 The Policy, Procedures and Guidance Notes will be further developed and
supplemented through the period of this Strategy .
7.3 Current and future regulated public expenditure is published on the Associations
web page.

8. Other relevant or related policies
8.1 This strategy does not stand on its own – it should be read in conjunction with the
following policies and procedures (this is not an exhaustive list):
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G16 Risk Management Strategy
CS01 Financial Regulations
G07 Entitlements, Payments and Benefits
G02 Preventing Bribery and Fraud Policy
AMR 12 Procurement Policy
AMR 22 Framework for Service Providers Policy
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Appendix 1 Procurement Strategy Objectives
Listing of Procurement Strategy Objectives setting out the overall “direction of travel” and specific
actions to achieve our Procurement vision and Aims:
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2020 / 21

Practice / Initiative
Revised Procurement Strategy in place for 2020 - 2023
Revised Procurement Policy in place
Further development of internal contracts register to
include Final Amounts procured
Update Procurement Strategy Plan – listing future
procurement requirements, robust timetable including
both procurement and contract delivery timescales
Work within the Procurement Strategy Plan
Collaborate with other local Associations to review and
learn better practice
Review all existing contracts, at suitable juncture, for
procurement improvements, negotiation of additional
savings and community benefits from key suppliers
Develop annual supplier spend reporting to categorise
suppliers and analyse category spend
Develop contract and supplier management templates for
small scale contracts and roll out across organisation,
including contract value procures, risk management and
performance
Scope out Association’s Corporate and Social Responsibility
Policy
Seek out training and awareness sessions for those service
staff actively involved in the tendering process – SFHA and
ARCHIE partners

Measurement of
Success

Timescale Responsibility

Strategy document approved
Policy document approved
Registers accessible

March 2020
March 2020
March 2021

AH
AH
AH / SMT

Procurement Strategy Plan
documented and populated

March 2020
and Quarterly
revision
March 2020
onwards
Ad hoc

AH / SMT

Undertake market consultation
ahead of tendering
Sharing of documentation and
planned learning
Knowledge shared at SMT quarterly
update
Updated annual supplier report

March 2020
and Quarterly
revision
October 2020

AH/SMT
AH / ARCHIE
members
AH / SMT

AH from CSD report

Template available on system for
use

October 2020

AH / AMR Team

Template Policy Document

March 2021

SMT

Staff able to undertake tendering
process

March 2021

SMT
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2021 / 22

Practice / Initiative
Develop Corporate and Social Responsibility Policy
Integrate Corporate and Social Responsibility to
Procurement Policy and Community Benefits
Develop contract unit cost benchmarking with ARCHIE
partners
Update Procurement Strategy Planning to consider
preparation, implementation, installation and exit costings
– Procurement Method statement template

Measurement of
Success

Timescale Responsibility

Corporate and Social Responsibility
Policy approved
Visible link between Procurement
and Corporate and Social
Responsibility Policies
Unit costs listed and compared

June 2021

SMT

October 2021

AH

March 2022

AH

Preparation consultancy all
documented

March 2022

AH / SMT
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APPENDIX 2 National Procurement Policies
Links to the National Policies, Tools and Legislation can be found below (this is not an
exhaustive list):
 Scottish Model of Procurement
 Scottish Procurement Thresholds January 2020
 Suppliers Charter
 Procurement Journey
 PCIP
 Public Contracts Scotland
 Public Contracts Scotland – Tender
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APPENDIX 3 Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 – Mandatory Requirements








contribute to the carrying out of its functions and the achievement of its purposes
(clause 2.5.1)
deliver value for money (a balance of cost, quality and sustainability) (2.5.2)
treat relevant economic operators equally and without discrimination (2.5.3)
comply with duty to act in a transparent and proportionate manner (2.5.4)
comply with the sustainable procurement duty (2.5.5) to contribute to improve the
economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the organisation’s area
promote the organisation’s general policy on the use of community benefit
requirements (2.5.6)
consult and engage with those affected by its procurements (2.5.7)
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payment of a Living Wage to persons involved in producing, providing or
constructing the subject matter of regulated procurements (2.5.8)
promoting compliance by contractors and sub-contractors with the Health &
Safety at Work, etc. Act 1974 and any provision made under that Act (2.5.9)
the procurement of fairly and ethically traded goods and services (2.5.10)
facilitate the involvement of small and medium enterprises, third sector bodies
and supported businesses
promote innovation
undertake to make payments due by the organisation to suppliers, no later than
30 days after the invoice
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APPENDIX 4
Equalities Impact Assessment
PART 1 – INITIAL ASSESSMENT
Policy
Procurement Strategy and Policy
Type
New
Review
Other (please specify)
Author
Amanda Hay
Key customer contact points:
external (service users)
 contact with suppliers, contractors and consultants
 framework providers
 other housing organisations
Key customer contact points: external (other stakeholders)
 suppliers, contractors and consultants representatives
 Scottish Government
 Scottish Housing Regulator
Key customer contact points: internal
 Senior Management Team
 Lead procurement staff
Characteristic

Negative

Identified Potential Impact
Positive or
Don’t Know
No Impact

Age
Being or becoming a transsexual person
Being married or in a civil partnership
Disability
Race, including colour, nationality,
ethnic or national origin
Religion, belief, or lack of religion/belief
Pregnancy & maternity
Gender
Sexual orientation
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If you have answered ‘Negative’ or ‘Don’t Know’, note here any mitigating action that has already been
taken or is already in place to address the issues identified.
Potential Impact
Mitigating Action in Place
Is a full EQIA required?
No
If you have answered ‘No’, please give reasons:


No specific potential impact identified, no remedial actions required

Signed:__________________________________
Position:_________________________________ Date:___________________
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